Abstract: Quantum-dot cellular automata (QCA) is a novel computing mechanism that can represent binary information based on the spatial distribution of electron charge configuration in chemical molecules. QCA circuit layout is currently restricted to a single layer with very limited number of wire crossings permitted. Thus, wire crossing minimisation is crucial in improving the manufacturability of QCA circuits. We present the first QCA node duplication and routing algorithms for wire crossing minimisation. Our duplication algorithm named fan-out tolerance duplication (FTD) explores node duplication in conjunction with node placement using K-layered bipartite graphs (KLBG). FTD successfully removes additional crossings at the cost of increased area and allows flexible tradeoff between area and wire crossing. Our routing algorithm, namely cycle breaker (CB), constructs a modified vertical constraint graph (VCG) to enforce additional vertical relation for wire crossing reduction. We formulate and provide a heuristic solution for the weighted minimum feedback edge set problem to effectively remove cycles from the VCG. As a result, FTD and CB achieve wire crossing results that are very close to theoretical lower bound and outperform the conventional algorithms significantly.
Introduction
Nanotechnology and devices will have revolutionary impact on the computer-aided design (CAD) field. Similarly, CAD research at circuit, logic, and architectural levels for nanodevices can provide valuable feedbacks to nano-research and illuminate ways for developing new nano-devices. It is time for CAD researchers to play an active role in nanoresearch. One approach to computing at the nano-scale is the quantum-dot cellular automata (QCA) concept that represents information in a binary fashion, but replaces a current switch with a cell having a bi-stable charge configuration. QCA devices can be realised in metal [1] , or with chemical molecules [2] . A wealth of experiments have been conducted with metal-dot QCA, with individual devices [1] , logic gates [3, 4] , latches [5] , and clocked devices [5] , all having been realised. This advancement is followed by various recent efforts in developing CAD tools for QCA based circuits and systems [6] [7] [8] .
In this paper, we present the first QCA node duplication and routing algorithms for wire crossing minimisation. The goal is to focus on the following undesirable design schematic characteristics associated with a near-to-midterm buildability point of QCA circuits: large amounts of deterministic device placement, long wires, clock skew, and wire crossings. Our duplication algorithm attempts to: (1) rearrange logic gates or nodes to reduce wire crossing, (2) duplicate minimal number of nodes to further reduce wire crossing, (3) provide a mechanism for flexible wire crossing against area tradeoff, (4) further minimise area by identifying and removing redundant nodes and (5) create shorter routing paths to logical gates to reduce signal skew. Our channel routing algorithm constructs a modified vertical constraint graph (VCG) to enforce additional vertical relation for wire crossing reduction. We formulate and provide a heuristic solution for the weighted minimum feedback edge set problem to effectively remove cycles from the VCG. As a result, we achieve wire crossing results that are very close to theoretical lower bound and outperform the conventional algorithms significantly.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents problem formulation. Section 3 presents our QCA duplication and post-process algorithms. Section 4 presents our QCA channel routing algorithm. We provide experimental results in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.
Preliminaries

Issues on wire crossing in QCA circuits
Even though theoretical physics tells us that QCA wires with different cell orientations can cross in the plane with no disruption on either value being transmitted on either wire, such a configuration is not seen as realisable in near-tomidterm QCA experiments. This problem can be explained in the context of molecular QCA cells that are viewed to be the most natural and promising QCA implementation mechanism. One process envisioned for creating systems of QCA cells is as follows: first, a molecular QCA cell would be engineered that will pack and assemble properly on a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) on top of a silicon surface. Second, I/0 structures would be constructed lithographically. Third, tracks would be etched into the self-assembled monolayer (SAM) on top of a silicon surface with EBL. Finally, the resulting 'chip' would then be dipped into a bath of QCA cells for self-assembly with devices binding to the etched tracks. Currently, the simple tasks of making QCA cells attach to some substrate, in some deterministic pattern, with the same cell rotations is nontrivial. Allowing for selective rotation would only complicate this process. Consequently, systems with few (or no) wire crossings are viewed as ideal.
Problem formulation
QCA circuits are built from the following components: QCA device [1] , QCA logic gates [4] , QCA wires [3] , and QCA clocks [9] [Note 1]. The following set of constraints exists during QCA circuit layout: (1) the terminal constraint: the I/O terminals are located on the top and bottom boundaries of each logic block, (2) the signal direction constraint: the signal flow among the logic QCA cells needs to be unidirectional-from the input to the output boundary for each time zone [5] . The signal direction is caused by QCA's clocking scheme, where an electric field E created by underlying CMOS wire is propagating uni-directionally within each block. Thus, placement and routing need to be done in such a way to propagate the logic outputs in the same direction as E. In order to balance the length of wires, we construct a k-layered bipartite braph as follows:
(ii) each partition p is assigned a level, denoted lev( p), and (iii) for every edge e ¼ ðx; yÞ, lev ðyÞ ¼ lev ðxÞ þ 1.
Signal skew will determine how fast the circuit can be clocked. Owing to the unidirectional ( from top to bottom) clocking scheme, we attempt to minimise skew at individual layers. Thus we introduce a new term, layer signal skew:
Definition 2: Layer signal skew: the difference between the maximum and minimum latency of all signals going through layer m, where latency of a particular signal through m is defined as the time from when the signal leaves m to when it reaches layer m+1.
The formal definition of QCA placement with duplication and QCA channel routing are as follows:
Definition 3: QCA placement and duplication: we seek a KLBG placement and duplication of individual logic gates so that area, wire crossing, and wirelength are minimised. A duplication is valid if (i) the duplicated node exists in the same layer of the KLBG as the original node, and (ii) all input signals of the original node are also present at the duplicated node. Definition 4: QCA channel routing: the goal is to finish connection among the terminals in every two adjacent layers of the KLBG so that the total wire crossing and channel width are minimised.
Previous work
The crossing number problem [10] is a problem of determining, for a given integer K, whether a graph G can be embedded in a 2-D plane with K or fewer pairwise crossings of the edges (not including the intersections of the edges at their common endpoints). The crossing minimisation problem is that of embedding a graph in the plane with the minimum number of edge crossings. This problem arises in the graph drawing application and CMOS VLSI layout. The crossing number problem was proven to be NPcomplete [10] , and several heuristics have been proposed [11] . The bipartite crossing minimisation problem is a special case of the crossing minimisation problem, where the two sets of nodes in a bipartite graph are placed in two parallel lines. This problem has been proved NP-complete [12] , and several heuristics exist [13] .
In CMOS VLSI layout, wire crossing distribution and minimisation problem has been solved for global routing [14] . Cell duplication has been especially popular in circuit partitioning for area and performance optimisation [15] . Some recent effort focuses on performing duplication for placement enhancement [16] and FPGA timing optimisation [17] . However, cell duplication has never been applied to minimise wire crossing. Many channel routing algorithms exist that attempt to minimise the channel width [18] or crosstalk [19] recently. However, wire crossing has not been the focus for channel routing due to the availability of multiple routing layers.
Our duplication algorithm utilises the existing Barycenter algorithm [12] as a post-process. But the Barycenter algorithm itself cannot handle duplication. Our routing algorithm extends the existing YK algorithm [18] to optimise the new wire crossing objective in addition to the traditional track width objective.
3 Wire-crossing minimisation
Overview
The only method for reducing wire crossing on a single plane, without increase in area, is rearranging the nodes. The problem of determining the position of each node for the absolute minimum wire crossings is NP-complete; the same problem for a single layer was already shown to be NP-complete [12] . Thus we employ Barycenter [12] , an effective heuristic algorithm with simulated annealing for this purpose. To further reduce wire crossing, we then apply our fan-out tolerance duplication (FTD) algorithm. To minimise the increase in area, critical nodes and regions are prioritised for duplication.
Barycenter algorithm
In a KLBG, Barycenter traverses all the layers from output to input. For each node in the current working layer, a 'weight' is assigned based on the average column of its fanouts. The nodes are then rearranged according to their weights, from the lowest (left-most column) to the highest (right-most column). By doing so, the algorithm attempts to place nodes directly above their fan-out nodes, reducing the average distance to its outputs and thus eliminating unnecessary wire crossings.
It is in our interest to reduce as many wire crossings with Barycenter for there is no cost in area. Thus we attempt to improve on the heuristics of the algorithm by employing simulated annealing. Since the weight of a node is determined by its fan-outs, there are no weights assigned for the nodes in the output layer as they do not have outgoing edges. Therefore, Barycenter assumes that the nodes in the output layer are already in their optimal positions. Experiments confirmed if these nodes were rearranged, Barycenter produced a different number of wire crossings. Simulated annealing was performed on the arrangement of the output nodes, where the cost function was the number of wire crossings after applying Barycenter.
The option of reverse-Barycenter has also been considered, where we traversed the graph from the input to the output layer and used average fan-ins for the weight. In this Note 1: Detailed discussions of these building blocks are omitted in this paper owing to the page limit. Interested readers are referred to the respective reference case, the input layer would be assumed to have been placed optimally. Our experiments indicated that reverse-Barycenter performed much worse than Barycenter, in terms of wire crossings.
Fan-out tolerance duplication algorithm
The motivation of the fan-out tolerance duplication (FTD) algorithm is from the general observation that the longer a wire that connects two nodes, the higher chance it has of causing wire crossings. Thus FTD focuses on identifying long wires and reducing their lengths. The bipartite nature of a KLBG allows us to estimate wire length with the number of columns an edge spans over. If a particular node had only one output to the adjacent layer, the wire crossings that it may cause can be eliminated by placing the node in the same column as its destination node. This is demonstrated in Fig. 1a , where the wire length has been reduced to zero as it does not reach over to another column. However in (b), if a node had multiple fan-outs, and the destination nodes were apart, no matter where this node is placed the total length of its fan-outs and the wire crossings they cause will remain constant.
We present the FTD algorithm in what follows. The KLBG is traversed from output to input. Nodes that have split fan-outs, where destination nodes are apart farther than the threshold, are duplicated. This parameter is calculated with the tolerance specified as a percentage of the total number of columns. After all duplications have been made at a particular layer, it must then be put through Barycenter again as the weights of the nodes have changed. An example of FTD with threshold of 2 is shown in Fig. 2 .
Fan-out tolerance duplication algorithm 1: threshold ¼ tot:column * tolerance 2: for (i ¼ tot.layer À 1 downto 0) 3: for (each node j in layer i) 4:
for (each fan-out k of j ) 5:
for (each fan-out l of j except k)
barycenter(i ); duplicate_node( j, i, l ) 1: j 0 ¼ copy of node j in layer i excluding fan-outs;
2: place j 0 in layer i;
3: remove fan-out l of node j; 4: add fan-out l to node j 0 ;
By controlling the tolerance of the FTD algorithm, it is possible to generate an entire range of wire crossing against area tradeoff points. If the tolerance is 0%, the resulting circuit will be wire crossing free as all fan-outs in all nodes would have been removed via node duplication. Alternatively, for a tolerance of 100%, no duplication will take place and we are left with the same post-Barycenter circuit. Any intermediate tolerance will produce a corresponding area and wire crossing between the two extremes.
The primary weakness of FTD is that as a node is duplicated, all of its inputs must be duplicated as well. Thus, if the node had a lot of fan-ins, the duplicated fan-ins may create more wire crossings than what was removed. The algorithm would handle these new crossings when it processes the next layer, but the duplication rate would increase sharply. Hence, for circuits that have a high fan-in count, wire crossing reduction can only be expected after a significant number of duplications or increase in area.
Priority fan-out tolerance duplication
In the process of trading off wire crossing reduction for area or additional QCA cells, we would like to prioritise duplication for nodes that cause the highest number of crossings. However, to generate a list of the most problematic nodes is troublesome as the removal of a single node will affect the wire crossings caused by other edges. But at the layer level, the problem scales down to identifying layers that contain most wire crossings. Thus, we can prioritise layers instead of individual nodes for our duplication strategy.
Since FTD is applied to a post-Barycenter circuit, understanding the characteristics of Barycenter can help us determine the most effective layers to prioritise FTD. We note that Barycenter uses the average fan-out column as its weight; hence it handles fan-ins well but fails on fan-outs. All nodes whose fan-outs spread out more than the threshold are duplicated. After duplication, the layer is rearranged with Barycenter This is depicted in Fig. 1c and b. Observing the fan-in and fan-out behaviour of many benchmark circuits, it can be said that most of the circuits generally take upon a 'diamond' shape shown in Fig. 3 . Region a is the fan-out region where input signals spread out to the entire width of the logic block. Layers in this region generally have more fan-outs than fan-ins. In region b, processed signals converge to produce the output signals, resulting in fewer fan-outs. The height ratio between a and b varied among circuits but in most cases, a was significantly shorter than b, which then explained why reverse-Barycenter performed poorly. Reverse-Barycenter has the opposite characteristics of Barycenter and its weakness was being applied to the larger region of the circuit.
Post optimisation of area and signal skew
The first post-process after node duplication is to reduce the number of nodes or area as much as possible. Owing to the characteristic of the FTD algorithm where all fan-outs of a single node are identified and possibly duplicated back to back, there are frequent cases of identical nodes existing adjacent to each other. In such cases, consecutive identical nodes may be merged into a single node to reduce area. An example of neighbour-merging is shown in Fig. 4 . Neighbour-merging does not generate additional wire crossings and may even reduce them in certain cases. Thus the process is always performed as it is always beneficial.
Our second post-process is layer folding. Figure 5 illustrates the effect of our layer-folding. For each and every logic gate that has been folded onto a new layer, the previous layer must provide bypass wires. Naturally, there must be bypass wires in the new layer for all logic gates remaining in the original layer. Despite the insertion of bypass wires, owing to the fact that every component remains within the same column (but in different layers), layer-folding guarantees no additional wire-crossing. Also note that every other node should be folded down to minimise the length of the bypass wires.
The width of a QCA wire is significantly less than the width of a logic gate. Thus it is possible to decrease the layer width as a logic gate is exchanged for a bypass wire. With a thinner circuit, the maximum latency would be shortened as the possible horizontal shift range is reduced. Therefore, the difference between the maximum and minimum latency will decrease. Alternatively, layer-folding increases the number of layers, lengthening the time required for the circuit to produce the output. Insertion of bypass wires also increases the overall area of the circuit.
The number of logic gates to move down to a new layer is determined by the target width. The width after layerfolding for a layer with n logic gates can be calculated as W ¼ Lðn À sÞ þ s, where L represents the average width ratio between a QCA logic gate to a wire and s is the number of gates folded down. There also exists an absolute minimum width achievable, where the folded layer would only contain a single logic gate (and bypass wires). Hence the target width must be a value between the current width and the absolute minimum. Owing to the fact that layerfolding is costly, as an entirely new layer is inserted to the KLBG per folding, the post-process should only be applied to layers that do not meet the layer signal skew constraint.
QCA channel routing
Overview
After the QCA gates have been placed into a KLBG, each channel in the KLBG must be routed. First, the channel terminals are traversed from left to right, and each contact edge is added to the VCG (vertical constraint graph) [18] (line 2). Since the VCG must be acyclic, cycles in the contact edges are removed by empty column insertion and vertical doglegs (line 3). Once the VCG is acyclic, crossing edges are added to reduce wire crossing (line 4). If cycles exist in the VCG, contact edges are intelligently removed until the VCG is once again acyclic (line 5). Lastly, we use left-edge first (LEF) algorithm [20] to assign tracks to the nets and finish routing the channel (line 6). This entire process is 
Crossing edge insertion
In general, the vertical constraint graph (VCG) [18] is used in graph-based channel routers to capture the relations among the terminals. In case there exist cycles in VCG, we insert doglegs to break them [21] so that the given netlist is routable. In this paper, we introduce two kinds of edges to be used in our VCG: (i) contact edge: a directed edge in the VCG resulting from the contact (or terminal) positions in the channel. For each pair of top and bottom contacts in the same column of the channel, an edge is created to order the top contact's net above the bottom contact's net to prevent their vertical tracks from overlapping. (ii) crossing edge: a directed edge in the VCG added to orient the nets for optimum wire crossing minimisation. For a given pair of nets ðn 1 ; n 2 Þ, a crossing edge e ¼ ðn 1 ; n 2 Þ is added if routing n 1 above n 2 results in a more wire crossing reduction than routing n 1 below n 2 . Each crossing edge is assigned a weight equal to the number of wire crossings it reduces.
We note that wire crossing can only occur between nets which overlap horizontally, i.e. if an edge exists between them in a horizontal constraint graph (HCG) [18] . Also, the crossing count between any arbitrary pair of horizontally overlapping nets is determined by their vertical ordering. For example, consider Net 1 and Net 2, which overlap horizontally in Fig. 6 . If Net 1 is placed below Net 2, as in Fig. 6a , then they will cross twice: a crossing for each top terminal of Net 1 and for each bottom terminal of Net 2 located in this region of overlap. Likewise, if Net 2 is placed below Net 1, as in Fig. 6b , they will cross once: a crossing for each bottom terminal of Net 1 and for each top terminal of Net 2 located in this region of overlap. A similar relationship exists between Nets 1 and 3, but for the opposite order. For any pair of nets, one vertical orientation will result in as many or fewer crossings as the other vertical orientation. The orientation with the least crossings is the optimum vertical orientation of these nets to reduce crossing. If the orientation of every net with every other net is enforced in this manner, then the resulting crossing count will be reduced as much as possible.
To reduce crossing, we use VCG to orient the nets with vertical relationships that reduce the crossing counts between pairs of nets. We add previously defined crossing edges between nets to enforce the vertical relationship that results in the minimum number of crossing between them. For each pair of Net 1 and Net 2 that overlaps horizontally, we compare the amount of wire crossing reduced by routing Net 1 above Net 2, and vice versa. We then add a crossing edge to enforce the vertical net orientation that results in more wire crossing reduction. Each crossing edge is assigned a weight equal to the number of wire crossings saved by orienting the nets according to that vertical orientation. An original VCG is shown in Fig. 6c , and a modified version is shown in Fig. 6d . The resulting channel, shown in Fig. 6e , results in the fewest wire crossings. The theoretical lower bound of wire crossing for each circuit is equal to the sum of the minimum values of wire crossing for each pair of nets. In the same way, the upper bound of crossing is equal to the sum of the maximum values for each pair. These lower and upper bounds were calculated and appear in Table 1 .
Optimal cycle breaking
If the VCG is not acyclic after the addition of crossing edges, then the cycles must be removed before track assignment can take place. An illustration is shown in Fig. 7a . Since the contact edges cannot be removed without invalidating the solution, we remove crossing edges until the VCG is once again acyclic. The weight of crossing edges represents wire crossing reduction, so our goal is to minimise the total weight of the crossing edges removed to make VCG acyclic. This problem is formally defined as follows:
Definition 5: Weighted minimum feedback edge set problem: Given an edge-weighted directed graph G(V, E) with cycles, the goal is to find a set of edges A & E with the minimum total weight such that G 0 ðV ; E À AÞ is acyclic. Since the non-weighted version of the minimum feedback edge set problem is NP-complete [22] , it is not hard to see that this weighted version also becomes NP-complete.
We note that a simple heuristic exists to solve the weighted minimum feedback edge set problem: perform DFS once and remove all backward (and crossing) edges found. This will guarantee that the remaining VCG is acyclic. A major shortcoming of this approach named backEdge is that it ignores the edge weights and may produce a feedback edge set with a high total weight. An illustration is shown in Fig. 7b , where backEdge removes ðn 5 ; n 1 Þ and loses wire crossing reduction of six to break the two cycles. However, a better approach is to remove ðn 2 ; n 3 Þ and ðn 4 ; n 5 Þ to break the cycles and only lose wire crossing reduction of three. Note that this second approach named cycleBreaker requires us to enumerate all cycles in VCG. DFS, however, can not provide all cycles in a single pass as illustrated in Fig. 7b . DFS can either detect (1, 2, 3, 5, 1) or (1, 2, 3, 5, 1) but not both in a single pass. Therefore, it takes several iterations to remove all cycles with this cycle-by-cycle approach that searches for the minimum-weighted crossing edge.
We present our cycle breaker algorithm in what follows:
Cycle breaker algorithm 1: while (the VCG contains cycles) 2: perform depth-first traversal(VCG); 3: C ¼ set of detected cycles in VCG; 4: while (7C7 4 0) 5: for (each crossing edge e 2 C) 6:
setKey(e, C); 7:
e ¼ edge with the highest key in C; 8:
remove e from VCG; 9:
remove all cycles containing e from C; setKey(e, C); 1: key(e) ¼ count ¼ 0; 2: for (each cycle c 2 C that contains e) 3: count ¼ count+1; 3: for (each edge e 0 2 c a e)
4:
key(e) ¼ key(e) + w(e 0 ); 5: key(e) ¼ count Á key(e)/w(e);
As the cycleBreaker function traverses the VCG in depthfirst order, it collects the cycles detected. When this traversal is complete, it will have added some cycles from each strongly connected subgraph in the VCG to the collection of cycles that must be broken. Because the VCG was acyclic until the crossing edges were added, each cycle must depend on the presence of a crossing edge. Once these cycles are found, the crossing edges of each are keyed according to the setKey function. We use the following function to determine the edge key value keyðeÞ ¼ jcðeÞj Á P e 0 2cðeÞ weightðe 0 Þ weightðeÞ where c(e) denotes the cycles that contain e. The edge with the highest key is removed from the VCG, and the cycles that contain this edge are removed from the collection of detected cycles. The edges are rekeyed and further cycles are removed until no more detected cycles remain unbroken. In this manner, small-weighted edges that occur in many cycles with other higher-weighted edges are more likely to be targeted for removal to break cycles. Note that these key values will change upon each edge/cycle removal. Thus, we use a priority heap to accommodate the dynamic key update. As discussed previously, cycleBreaker runs multiple iterations of 'DFS plus cycle removal' until all cycles are removed from the VCG.
Wire crossing against channel width trade-off
After our VCG becomes acyclic again, the last step is to assign each net to a unique routing track, i.e. to route each net. We note that the net-merging algorithm used in YK router [18] may not be a good option for wire crossing minimisation. YK attempts to merge nets without increasing the longest path from source to sink in the VCG since it is the theoretical track count lower bound for the channel. In addition, nets can only be merged if they are not on the same path in the VCG. Since we insert crossing edges to the VCG, the longest path length could increase, and thus merging opportunities could be reduced. Therefore, the task of the YK algorithm is much harder with the presence of these crossing edges than without. These more complicated vertical relationships between overlapping nets often require a larger number of tracks to contain them than a solution that does not attempt to minimise the resulting crossing count. Thus, the routing track assignment is done by the LEF [20] algorithm. Consider Fig. 8 , where the contact edges do not dictate a relationship between Nets 2 and 3. These nets can be routed using only two tracks, but more crossings can be removed by adding a crossing edge from Net 1 to Net 2. Again, this routes Net 1 between Nets 2 and 3, reducing the crossings, but, this time, increasing longest path and the track count. Since each net is on the same path, no nets can be merged. When the longest path in the VCG increases, the lower bound of the track count increases, often resulting in wider channels. Thus, channel routing solutions that reduce crossings tend to increase the track count of the circuit.
Experimental results
Our algorithms were implemented in C++/STL, compiled with gcc v2.96 run on Pentium III 746 MHz machine.
QCA duplication results
Twenty combinational and sequential circuits of various sizes were selected for our experiments. The bigx are industry circuits, bxx.opt from the ITC benchmark [23] , and the remaining from the ISCAS benchmark [24] . The circuits were initially converted to directed graphs, involving the Fig. 7 Removal of cycles a Crossing edges may create cycles b BackEdge will break the two cycles in a single pass (by removing (n 5 , n 1 )), whereas cycleBreaker takes two passes: first to remove (n 2 , n 3 ) and next to remove (n 4 , n 5 )
removal of registers for the sequential circuits. Table 1 shows the result of KLBG construction. The number of layers (xlayer) indicate the length of the critical path. The number of bypass nodes inserted (xbypass) in general may seem high at first, as they are 5-10 times larger than that of the original nodes. However, we need to remind ourselves that bypass nodes are just QCA wires and aid describing the connections between real nodes in a KLBG representation of the circuit. The benchmark circuits were divided into two sets according to their sizes, 8000 logic gates or nodes being the boundary. This was primarily due to simulated annealing; performing the process for larger circuits would require impractical computation times. Neighbour-merging was applied to all circuits as a post-process before the evaluation of comparison metrics. Table 2 shows that simulated annealing improves upon the heuristics of Barycenter as expected. Observing the percentage of crossings removed (%x.r), up to 46.5% of wire crossings (compared to the result of Barycenter) were able to be removed without duplication costs. Table 3 shows the results of our FTD algorithms. For both FTDs, the tolerance was controlled so that the ratio of area (area), estimated with the number of nodes present, was as closely matched to 2.00. For priority FTD, even 0% tolerance (maximum area) could not double the area in many cases, indicating once again that the fan-out region is the minority region of the circuit. In general, 0% priority FTD removed around 60-70% of the total wire crossings with less than 50% increase in area. To measure the effectiveness of duplicating prioritised nodes, we compare its results to that of regular FTD with wire crossings reduced per duplication (x.r/d) to compare the two FTDs. Except for adder, the smallest circuit, priority FTD proves to have performed more effective or equal duplications. In addition, the difference in x.r/d seems to become more significant as the circuits get larger. Table 4 shows the placement results for the larger circuits where Barycenter was followed by priority FTD with 0% tolerance. Data indicate that our placement algorithm allows the removal of about half the wire crossings in the circuit with a very small increase in area. In circuits such as big2 and big3, the area of the circuit rather decreased after duplication as neighbour-merging removed redundant nodes. As these circuits have more layers and columns, there is a distinctive prioritised region with possibly largely split fan-outs. Priority FTD taking advantage of this is clearly shown with the x.r/d measurement as it increases proportionally with the size of the circuit. Table 5 shows the comparison of our cycleBreaker (CB) algorithm to the LEF algorithm (LEF), and Yoshimura and Kuh (YK) [18] . It was also compared to the backEdge algorithm (BE) discussed in Section 3 (a topological feedback edge set implementation). We note that LEF, YK, and BE generated channel routing solutions well above the circuits theoretical minimum crossing (x-low), but very close to the theoretical minimum track count (t-low). Our channel routing method CB comes much closer to the theoretical minimum crossing count, but produces wider channels. Note that our channel routing method completes in only 7.5% more runtime than the simplest alternative method: LEF. Not only does our algorithm very closely approach the theoretical lower bound of wire crossing for each circuit, but it does so in a time-efficient manner. Table 6 first shows the ratio of the resulting wire crossing count from each method to the theoretical lower bound of wire crossing for each circuit. The average LEF result has wire crossing 19x above the lower bound. The average result by the YK method is 18x above the lower bound, and the average BE result is almost 17x above the lower bound. In comparison, the method presented here results in average wire crossing only 13% above the lower bound, providing superior wire crossing minimisation. Table 6 also shows how the wire crossing count and track count are inversely proportional. While our channel routing method produces wire crossing much closer to the theoretical lower bound, the resulting channel width is almost 6x greater than the theoretical lower bound. The LEF, YK, and BE methods produce channels about 40-80% greater than the lower bound.
QCA channel routing results
Conclusions
In this article, we have presented new algorithms for wire crossing reduction during placement and channel routing. The FTD algorithm reduces wire crossing by node duplication. With its tolerance parameter, the user is able to select a trade-off point between the minimum number of crossings with no area cost and the minimum area needed to guarantee zero wire crossing. Our folding post process reshapes the circuit to a square-like shape, reducing wire skew and possibly the overall chip area. Our channel routing algorithm reduces the crossing count to very near the theoretical lower bound, as it targets the absolute minimum number of wire crossings to route a particular circuit. We also identified a tradeoff between wire crossing and channel width in QCA channel routing problem.
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